Q. How many cameras are required per simulation room?
A. Two (2)

Q. Will the TVs and monitors be kept and reused or will new ones be needed?
A. Reused

Q. Can you provide a list of client-supplied equipment, including as-builds, diagrams, or specifications?
A. Refer to Appendix VIX, Current Equipment Location

Q. Are the audio plates in exam rooms going to be reused?
A. Yes

Q. How many paging zones are in each hallway/area?
A. Refer to Appendix X

Q. Can the schematics be updated to show the paging zones per area on each floor and building?
A. Refer to Appendix X

Q. How many control rooms are there?
A. There are 2 control rooms in the MET and 1 in the EAD.

Q. Does each control room control all audio/visual (everything)?
A. Both control rooms in MET control all AV in MET and AED. EAD control room only controls AV in EAD.

Q. How many recordings will be done simultaneously?
A. All video sources must be able to be recorded at the same time.

Q. Where will servers be stored?
A. If vendor provides servers, they will be housed in MET SIM area. If using existing servers, these are stored in the server room in EAD.

Q. Are any of the cameras being replaced/changed out?
A. All cameras are to be replaced.

Q. Are speakers or paging needed in the locker room?
A. Yes.

Q. Is the server rack being pulled out/moved from Room 4E2 to control room?
A. No.

Q. Does the feed on the 2nd floor need to be routed to 4th floor?
A. Yes.
Q. Who is responsible for pulling cables?
A. *Vendors can quote a charge for pulling cables as a separate line item. However, the decision as to whether to allow the vendor to pull their own cables or if UNTS will be responsible for pulling cables is at the sole discretion of UNTS. All data/Ethernet MUST be approved by ITSS HSC telecom.*

Q. How many mobile & portable units are needed?
A. *One portable and one mobile.*

Q. Will the mobile/portable units be able to be stored on the main server?
A. *Yes.*

Q. Who will be responsible for networking/interconnectivity on all floors and buildings?
A. *UNTS will be responsible for all networking requirements.*

Q. Do the paging speakers need to be placed on the ceiling in the hallways?
A. *If possible.*

Q. Is there any requirement to capture the medical devices outside the simulator?
A. *Yes.*

Q. Would you rather the equipment be outside the control room?
A. *Either in the control room or in the IT room on MET 4th floor.*

Q. Is there a requirement to view and/or control all cameras in the control room (RM 405)?
A. *Yes.*

Q. Do all mics come back to the control room?
A. *Yes.*

Q. Are we replacing all mics?
A. *Yes.*

Q. Can we use existing sound system for paging?
A. *Yes.*

Q. Does paging need to be heard across the entire room (RM 470)?
A. *Yes.*

Q. If we deploy IT-based cameras, would we be using UNT-supplied network infrastructures?
A. *Yes.*

Q. Is there local space for local IT rack?
A. *Yes.*

Q. Can we use existing cables or data drops, or do they all need to be replaced?
A. *The vendor will need to decide if their equipment is compatible with existing items. If not, they will need to be replaced.*

Q. Who will handle the removal of existing equipment?
A. *UNTHSC*

Q. Can the schematic for the EAD building be updated to show which exam rooms are included?
A. *Refer to Appendix X.*

Q. Are all exam rooms control in the EAD building?
A. *Yes.*
Q. Are racks in the EAD building reusable?
A. If the vendor’s equipment fits the current racks, then yes.

Q. Are all rooms in all buildings going to be going through one central server?
A. Yes.

Q. Would it be possible to get an extension for the RFP?
A. Refer to Addendum I.

Q. Does UNTS have a preferred AV vendor(s)? If so, could you provide a list of these?
A. UNTS does not maintain a preferred vendor list.

Q. Can UNTS also send us a list of HUB registered AV vendors in the area?
A. Please contact the HUB department for assistance with this. Contact information is in the bid document.

Q. Can UNTS confirm the total number of rooms they would like to record? Will all be recorded simultaneously?
A. MET 4th floor, 27; MET 2nd floor, 6; EAD, 6. In EAD, we need capacity for 8 rooms, but only 6 will be installed at this time.

Q. How many control rooms will there be in total? Which recorded rooms does each control?
A. MET, 2 control rooms; EAD, 1 control room.

Q. MET, what equipment in the SIM center on the 4th floor are we required to integrate with, excluding the vital sign capture? What rooms require this integration?
A. All equipment used in a simulation, e.g.: ECG machine, ventilator, anesthesia machine, IV stand with fluids, et al.

Q. MET, what existing hallways require the overhead speakers you are requesting? Is there a drawing available showing the speakers and zones required? How many speakers per hallway? How many zones?
A. Refer to Appendix X and XII.

Q. What are the “new hallways” that require cameras and overhead speakers?
A. Refer to Appendix X.

Q. MET, the information provided reflects overhead paging speakers in rooms 420, 470, 432 and existing SIM rooms, where do you want to be able to page into those rooms from?
A. MET 408 control room.

Q. MET, where will your client-furnished servers be located?
A. Library building.

Q. MET, how many control stations do you require in SIM control room 436? How many paging mics?
A. 1 workstation, 1 mic.

Q. MET, how many headphones for live audio monitoring do you require in the hallway of the CER rooms?
A. Vendor need not supply; we have our own.

Q. MET, room 470 are there drawings and a list of equipment available so we can include the ability to capture the existing audio system into the vendor provided proposal?
A. *Refer to Appendices X and XI. We need Clear 1.*

Q. EAD, what are the room numbers for the debriefing rooms?
A. *There are no debriefing rooms in EAD. See Appendix X for rooms needing AV.*

Q. In the RFP document page 5, section 9.0.B, Proposed *(sic)* server room configuration schematic, what does this entail? Is this needed for where the servers will be located or where the AV racks will be located?
A. *That depends on whether or not the vendor is providing new equipment or using existing. If proposing new, then we would need to see how it all could be configured.*

Q. How many control stations do you require in the EAD control room? If 2, how many paging mics?
A. *1 workstation, 1 mic.*

Q. Is there a requirement to record the MET new hallway cameras?
A. *No.*

-END-